Solutions to the Athlete’s
Financial Pandemic
The Estopinal Group

The average professional athlete achieves their dream
occupation in their 20’s and earns compensation that
exceeds millions of dollars annually. The typical financial
profiles for these athletes include a lifetime peak in income
earnings in their 20s and 30s, and the average pro career lasts
approximately five years.
The Estopinal Group believes the professional sports
marketplace is highly misunderstood and underserved. First,
the demands of those who are close to the athlete often have
a major contribution to the destruction of their net worth.
The logic that an athlete can successfully meet everyone’s
expectations is unreasonable and unsustainable. The decisionmaking process should not be a knee-jerk reaction or a “favor
to a friend” but rather one that is coached and balanced,
especially at such a complex time of life. More specifically,
research shows that decisions are most often based on
emotion and then justified and executed based on reason.
Emotion is the catalyst for immediate action, and rationale
hopefully ensures our emotions don’t take us over a cliff.
Emotional financial decisions are more often regretted than
not. Education in financial literacy is a process that obligates
the wealth advisor to provide a deeper understanding how
emotion can negatively impact one’s financial health.
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FIVE MAIN REASONS ATHLETES
GO BROKE
1

Divorce and Child Support

2

Entourage Factor

3

Frivolous Spending

4

Misplaced Trust

5

Bad Investments

This level of income should allow an athlete
to save a sufficient asset base for post-career.
This amount of retirement assets should carry
them for the next 50 years.
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The facts suggest the professional sports industry must
substantially change behavior to reverse the current
pandemic, what the 2009 Sports Illustrated article refers
to as the “Lure of the Tangible.” We must understand that
every financial decision and financial action leads down
a path, as shown in The Five Precious Choices to Make
With Wealth:

THE FIVE PRECIOUS CHOICES TO
MAKE WITH WEALTH
1

Lose your hard-earned money.

2

Spend your hard-earned money.

3

Pay taxes on your hard-earned money.

4

Gift your hard-earned money to family.

5

Gift your hard-earned money to charity.

The more wealth one accumulates, the greater the
complexity. The Estopinal Group was formed to help
solve the complex needs for our clients including
investing, insurance and wealth preservation. We
define financial goals in these areas as financial
security, stability and investment success. We believe
a client-centric approach combined with personal
accountability is the foundation for a mutually successful
relationship. Our formalized process engages four steps:
information gathering, analysis, recommendations with
plan implementation and review/monitoring.

The statistics surrounding financial health confirm a
lack of understanding due to widespread denial that it
can’t happen to them. We believe the solution centers
on a continuous evaluation of the athlete’s goals
and an ongoing effort to understand one’s lifelong
priorities, daily obligations and values rather than today’s
misinterpretation and lack of effective service in the
athlete marketplace.
One of the primary reasons for hiring The Estopinal
Group is to protect you. We use a level compensation
methodology to preserve our objectivity. We may have
recommendations that will not thrill the athlete due
to our detailed risk management process. This process
fundamentally requires education, communication
and an understanding that the more knowledge our
clients have, the more likely they are to make sound
investments and decisions. Our action plan will be in
writing and detail income needs, spending desires and
gifting. All tailored goals will be monitored for progress,
reviewed for changes and reported in writing and in
person with the athlete.
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The Estopinal Group
Robert W. Baird & Co.
1400 Rocky Ridge Drive, Suite 250
Roseville, CA 95661
916-783-6556. 800-792-3667
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